ATDML July 2020
Cyber Crop Class
Hallway
With Karen Leahy
Kit contents : Papers and Stickers Simple Stories Simple Vintage Coastal
papers, sticker sheet and chipboard frames with plain green and white
cardstock (frames will vary but formats are the same)

Layout One – Living the Beach Life Photos used: EITHER 2 landscape 6” x 4” or
one 11 ½” x 4” plus a close up picture to fit the round frame
It is no secret that I love Simple Stories collections and this one is just gorgeous and
having he frames and sticker sheet makes creating pages so quick and simple.

As part of our ‘House and Home’ cybercrop, this class also links with our hallways.
Hallways are often long and proportionally narrow and so I have opted for a photo
reflecting that shape – a very long rectangle. Hallways also are often one of the
places where we hang lots of pictures and so the banners with pegs and the
frames made it a perfect hallway kit.
I have used a photo which is just under 12” wide (I don’t have a printer that prints
more than A4) but it would work just as well with two standard 6” x 4” photos or, if
they don’t quite go together I would suggest cutting hem down to about 5 ½” x 4”
and mounting them on the white cardstock (we are only going to use that for bits
so you have plenty) with a small white gap between them. I have added a
digitally altered version at the end of this class so you can see how it works with two
photos mounted on the white card which I hope is helpful.
You will also need to use a small piece from a photo as a detail piece for the round
frame or – if you prefer – you could put white card behind that and journal in there
instead. As always – keep the manufacturers strips off the papers.
❖ Take the sheet of pale blue paper in
the kit and decorate it a little. You could
do as I did and stamp the top right and
bottom left edges or you could doodle or
stencil something in the corner. I also
splattered some ink in those two corners –
I used both the blue and a gold.
❖ Stick your photo – or your two
mounted photos – along the centre of
the page.
❖
❖ Cut your highlight or close up photo and use the circular frame (I think there
are several different versions of
the frames but I believe everyone
has a circle) Stick this at the
bottom right, overlapping he
photo. (There is no reason why, if
your photos lend themselves to
the other side better, that this
cannot be revered and stuck at
the left. Just reverse the other
elements to give balance.

❖ I am not a huge fan of big
rectangular blocks, so I cut the
left hand side of the title block
down to make it more interesting
and overlapped a bit of the
starfish over the photo.

❖ I added one of the small
strips to the top of the photo and
added one of the small square
blocks and the flower and heart
stickers to finish the page.

Version with two photos mounted on white card with a border all round and down
the middle.

Layout 2 – Our happy place – one landscape 6” x 4” photo plus an optional
small photo for the top

❖ Gut the green cardstock by cutting a 10” square out of it. You will use bits of
this later and on layout 3
❖ Cut down the beautiful palm tree and hibiscus paper taking 1” off the right
hand side and 1” off the top
(keep these bits)
❖ Distress the edges before
mounting onto the green
card stock. You could do this
with a distress tool, a pair of
scissors or, my preferred
method, wet the edges
slightly with water so they
soften and then roll and tear
them randomly. It will stiffen
back up when dry.

❖ Take your 6” x 4” frame (it may be a different frame but it will be the same
format) and add your photo.
❖ I used a knife to cut the larges palm front out so it lay over the top of the
frame when I stuck it onto the paper.
❖ Cut one of the blocks out as your title. I trimmed mine down and I cut the
palm frond from it and added it to the left side as an element. I also mounted
my block onto the green cardstock before sticking it down. I also added the
hibiscus I had cut off and covered the join with a pineapple. (It’s not often
you get to use that in a sentence!)
❖ I added a small
photo (because I
had it) at the top
but it works just
as well without it.
❖ I added a part of
one of the peg
banner strips to
the bottom of
the frame and
wrote my
journaling
directly onto the
paper.

Layout 3 – Living the Beach Life
Photo requirement: either 1 6” x 4” landscape photo or two 3” x 4” portrait photos.

❖ First mount your photo or photos in the frame. I was lucky that I had a 6” x 4”
photo that worked if I chopped it in two.
❖ Mount the frame slightly to the right and slightly nearer the top than the
bottom. DO NOT glue too near the edges as you are going to be tucking bits
under.
❖ Take some of the white cardstock
and colour it with inks, paints,
chalks, mists. I opted for a blend of
yellow, pink and green ink to
match the colours of the papers.
❖ Cut into three banner strips and
also use some as a mount under
one of the small blocks to act as
the title.

❖ Cut another banner or two from the green cardstock.
❖ The two light green banner strips are the manufacturer strip from one of the
papers … waste not want not.
❖ Tuck the banners under the photo frame and add the mounted block at the
top as a title
❖ I also tucked some more scraps under the right edge to draw the eye and
keep the page flowing.
❖ Finish off with a sticker along the bottom of the frame, a couple of hearts and
the word art.

I hope you have enjoyed this class.
Further ideas, products and information can be found at

www.atripdownmemorylane.co.uk
http://createdbyatdml.blogspot.com
Search ATDML # Create of Facebook

